The Crime Scene –
Illuminated
The Revelation Forensic Laser

Light up the crime scene
Introducing the new range of crime scene
lasers from Laser Innovations. This new
generation of lasers combines the reliability
and power that are the hallmarks of Laser
Innovation products, with the increased
flexibility needed to investigate modern
crime scenes.
Our lasers are truly portable and rugged,
meaning they are ideal for using on location
or in the laboratory. All systems are capable of
finding latent marks with, or without, chemical
enhancement and are extremely easy to
operate. Our range includes both single and
dual-band systems as well as a uniquely
compact blue (445nm) system. Modifications
include the option of having an extra-long fibre
for searching large objects or where access

is more difficult. They come with built in safety
features that comply with EU and US FDA
regulations.

Revelation Green (532nm) – Crime Scene
This was our original system and is light and
compact. Much improved, it is tailor made
for external work with the option of mains
or battery operation. It is ideal for finding
fingerprints, fibres, bone and other trace
evidence.

Revelation Blue (445nm) – Crime Scene
This system is truly remarkable in the way
it combines power with portability. Weighing
less than 4kg, but producing 6W of laser light,
it will run off a single battery charge for up to
20 hours. It is ideal for finding body fluid trace
evidence. (See comparison left)
Convential Light

Revelation Green – Laboratory System
Wall or floor mounted, this compact system is
also very easy to operate. It can be supplied
with an extra long fibre for searching vehicles
and other large objects.

Revelation Dual – Crime Scene
Our latest product, this system combines both
532nm and 445nm wave lengths to provide
ultimate flexibility. The advantage of having
both wavelengths in one system means a
greater chance of identifying different sources
of trace evidence at the scene.

445nm laser

at 90 VAC - 240 VAC
• Operates
and/or integral battery
• Truly lightweight and portable
• Outstanding clarity
• Ergonomic handpiece
• Rugged and durable carrying case
• Safety Interlock

About Laser Innovations

Laser Innovations has been manufacturing lasers, and helping you to solve
crimes, since 1991. Our global network means you can quickly and easily
obtain local support. Please contact us to find your nearest agent. Our
customers are important to us and we pride ourselves on our customer
service. Indeed many of the improvements to our systems derive from
direct feedback from the world-wide forensic community.
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